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TRAINING OP PERSONNEL (item 8 of ths agenda) (continued)

The PRESIDENT invited members to continue their discussion of

item 8 of the agenda.

Mr. KHALIFA (Sudan) sqld he wished to clarify the statement

he had made at the previous meeting, as he thought it might have given

rise to misunderstanding. Although many African countries, including

Ms own, had training schools, Africa was still largely dependent on

foreign schools, particularly for the training of higher grade staff.

He appealed to members of the Conference to support the proposal for a

United Nations training centre for Africa.

Mr. SAWYERR (Liberia), supporting the views of the representa

tive of Sudan, suggested that he should submit a formal resolution on

the subject. Such a resolution, pointing out the need to encourage

young people to seize opportunities for higher education, should counter

the suggestion that trainees for national cartographic services did not

require university education. The first essential was to attract

suitable students, which might be done bys encouraging an interest in

geography in schools and other educational institutions 5 arranging

campaigns extolling cartography as a profession^ setting up national

societies of professional cartographersj providing facilities for pre

liminary training in local offices and arranging for suitable trainees

to be sent to university| and, by encouraging students to take a pride

in their heritage. A United Nations cartographic institute should be

multilingual, non-sectarian and free from prejudice of any kind.

Mr. SANOGO BAMORY (Mali) pointed out that since 1941 there

had been a Public Works School at Bamako which provided training for

surveyors. A purely cartographic service had not been established un

til 1962. A school for first grade engineers, including a section of

surveying and one on cartography would bo opened in the following

October. Meanwhile, staff was being trained at the National School of

Geographical Sciences in Paris. Four young persons from Mali were
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studying to be geographical engineers atid ten were receiving accelerated

training to be assistant cartographers, stereoscopic ground control

technicians, draughtsmen and so on. It was reasonable to suppose,

therefore, that Mali would soon possess the staff necessary for the

operation of a national cartographic service.

Dr. TfASSEF (United Arab Republic) said, that the real diffi

culty was higher level training. Most countries had their own ordinary

level training centres, "but the question of advanced training required

very careful thought before specific proposals for a United Nations

centre could be advanced.

Mr. SKUSE (Sierra Leone) endorsed the comments of the United

Arab Republic representative, and agreed with the representative of the

United Kingdom that tho training of lower grade staff was more satis

factory and economical if given locally. To bo effective, however,

such training had to be continuous. Because of the small numbers in

volved, senior staff in his country were sent abroad for training. He

suggested, therefore, that it might bu better to start with local

training and later consider the possibility of establishing one or

more regional centres depending upon national requirements and the

money and trainees available.

Document E/CF.14/CART/27) submitted by the French delegation was

particularly interesting.

Mr. DICKSON (Tanganyika) said that junior technical staff had

been very successfully trained in his country but that the training of

professional or scientific staff had been difficult due to recruitment

problems. It was hoped that the degree course proposed by the Univer

sity of East Africa would encourage young men of ability to take more

interest in the geodetic and cartographic sciences. The syllabus of

study required careful attention. A survey degree might be too

specialized but post-graduate study was so specialized that the student

might lose some of the basic skills. It would seem reasonable to

suppose that general and specialized subjects could be developed side

by side.
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An important point to be decided was the number of graduates

needed, which might "be smaller than supposed. The real requirement

was senior technicians in large numbers, and in many instances graduates

were being incorrectly used.

In general, therefore, Tanganyika welcomed the proposals of the

University of East Africa which would, no doubt, result in suitable

training being provided for countries outside East Africa.

Mr. 'WILLIAMS (Kenya) said that he strongly supported the

views of the representative of the United Arab Republic. The Conference

was concerned with the immediate problems of the developing countries

but should not lose sight of the fact that once those immediate pro

blems had been solved it was of the utmost importance that the geodetic

sciences should be laid on a firm foundation.

Many African countries, including Kenya, had their own training

centres for the sub-professional levels and made use of the specialized

staff provided by international institutes. The difficulty arose in

connexion with the specialized man who could take charge of survey

activities. The University of East Africa was offering a course which

would be suitable for the training of such persons.

There was wisdom in the recommendation that the United Nations

should sponsor a training centre to serve Africa, but suoh a centre

might duplicate existing services. Before taking any precipitate

decision, therefore, the Conference should examine the facilities al

ready available in Africa for the training of all levels of surveyors,

Mr. GHACHAME (Tunisia) considered that in staff training, as

in other matters, countries should not rely solely on the United Nations

but should play an active part in training their own staff. In that

respect he shared the views expressed by the representative of the

United Kingdom. In Tunisia there was a school for the vocational

training of students leaving technical schools and who intended to

serve as technical officers in the various regions of the country.

Upon completion of their studies, those students were appointed as

trainees in the various services for one year. In addition to looal
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training, Tunisia continued sending student engineers abroad^ particu

larly to the Saint-Mando School, a branch of the French Institut geo-

graphiqus national, to the Polytechnic at Zurich and the International

Institute of Photogrammetry at Delft. The'Tunisian Government also

provided refresher courses for officials already in service. For the

past three years? technicians of the Tunisian Topographical Service

had attended the various workshops of the French Institut geographique

national in order" -to learn modern techniques of reproduction and print

ing. Latterly the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations

had provided the Tuaisia:: Government with fellowships for advanced

trailing a-;:d with cartographic experts. ■ The Swiss and German firms.

Wild and Man, had also offered fellowships to enable Tunisian technicians

to improve their knowledge of the assembly and maintenance of instruments

and machines used in cartographic work.

Mr. "VAN DjJR WE3LE (Observer, Netherlands), speaking at the

invitation of the President, said that every cartographic or surveying

depaxumrtn+ nodded throo types of personnels technicians, superintendents

or chiefs of branches or districts9 and specialists. The technicians

should "be trained locallyr tl.e training of the superintendents, which

should preferably be to the level of a geodetic engineer, might be

provided by technical universities serving irioro than one country$ and

specialists should be sent abroad to institutes equipped with the very ■

expensive instruments needed for their training.

; . Mr. E/Ai:S (Observer, GCTA), speaking at the invitation of the

President;, said that his organisation was very concerned with the

training of middle-grade personnel and had set up four regional committees

to deal ':.:■':?. the n?.-'t;r as far as the twenty-five African governments

constituting COTA were concerned.. The discussions in the recent meet

ing of the Committe-e for the Eastern and Central Regions permitted the

assumption that the 7ast African countries, Northern and Southern

Rhodesia and Nyasaland were satisfied with existing sub-professional

training facilities.
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The members of u,TA had insisted that middle-grade training should

as far as possible be given in Africa and in the conditions in which

the parsons concerned would be working.

Mr. ViilTTAKbR (Uganda) said he had understood from the dis

cussions at the meeting of th« Uommittev: for the Eastern and Usntral

Regions that U;TA did not possess enough funds to set up new training

centres and would therefore havt to rely on existing territorial train

ing centres combined into a regional centre. His country would not be

interested in an arrangement of that kind.

Mr. MANS (Observer, ■ .(/PA), spaaking at the invitation of the

President, said that although his organization had little money avail

able for immediate practical use, it might have, access to other sources.

At a meeting with members of donor countries and organizations held in

Paris in September 1962, OOTA had been asked to prepare a series of

projects, pointing out th^ir importance and giving details of financial

and training requirements, so that the bodies concerned could examine

the matter and decide if they would support any of tho projects.

In reply to a question from Mr. MAMMO (Ethiopia), Mr. KHALIFA

(Sudan) said that the centre he wt.3 proposing would provide higher train

ing for professional surveyors capable of assuming the tasks now per

formed by technicians from othwr countries.

Mr. MAMivO (Ethiopia) suggested that thtrs should be two kinds

of training. Lowor level technicians could be trained within the country,

possibly with assistance from the United Nations or from other friendly

States. For higher-l-svsl technicians, it vjould be better to seek fellow

ships from the United Nations or from countries willing to offer them.

Mr. HUMPHRIES (United Kingdom) referred to the United Nations

Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia and the Far East h^ld in 1961

at which, despite the difficulties raised by various representatives,

a resolution calling for a regional training centre had been adopted.

He enquired if any action had been taken on the resolution.
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Tho i:iX,aUTIV^ S.^R.'.-TaRY- said that many countries were inter

ested in a regional training* centra for specialized subjects, and

certain countries were ready to house such a centres but no decision

had b^on reached on the site. In ordor to give potential host countries

an idea of the amount of work and financial support involvedj the Eco

nomic Commission for Asia and the Far «jast had organized a pilot course

in Tokyo on photo-intorpr^tation and airborne geophysical survey with

v-.ry satisfactory results. The matter would no doubt be discussed

again at the next regional mooting,

Mr. tflAGN'v (Senegal) considered that the time factor should

also be taken into account in any discussion on the training of per

sonnel. That training comprised three stages: the basic* or lower

training, stage5. tho middle stage.; and the higher training stage.

Mu-ris were two possible ways of dealing with the question of staff train

ing. The first consisted in establishing regional advanced training

centres and t.h« second in sending surveyors and engineers to continue

their higher training abroad. The latter was ths most expensive, but

Africa could not wait too long before putting its development programme

into practice.

PR:-oIJ>-HT summed up the discussion at tho present and pre

ceding meetings.

On higher or professional training, a definite proposal had been

made, and.supported for a new regional training centro in cartography*

Thure were, hqweyur, three factors which gave rise to the question

whether it would be possible to make us.j of existing facilities; the

representative of Senegal had .stressed the importance of timing; the

Economic Commission for Asia and the Par «;ast had made no progress

boyond th<-: organizing of "a pilot course; and the United Arab Republic

representative considered that it would be premature to consider a

dwfinite resolution.

TlU-re were four suggestions before the Conference. First, the

French delegation had submitted a'pap^r pointing out that all the ne

cessary facilities were available in Franco for the French^-speaking
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countries. Secondly, the representative of Morocco had suggested that

the central high school for engineers in Morocco might "be developed into

a training establishment for engineers or Ligher qualified staff, possibly

with United Nations aid5 thirdly* the delegation of Kenya had submitted

a paper pointing out the facilities for professional training available

at the University of i&ast Africa? and fourthly, the representative of

Nigeria had drawn attention to the need for training cartographers as

well as surveyors.

With regard to technical training, most countries had their own fa-

oil ities but thare might be a case for combining some of them - for

example, under the forthcoming .elast African Federation.

He invited commwnts on the question whether it would bu bettor to

have an entirely new centre .or to make use of existing facilities. ;

Mr. OOK/.R (Nigeria) thought it would be better to make uso of

existing facilities for the time being: in his own country, for example,

there was a survey school which provided technological training up to the

sub-professional level, where English-speaking candidates would be wel

come. Before reaching a final decision, there were many problems to be

solved, such as the question of language and how to obtain the necessary

staff.

Mr. SBii-SON (Ghana) said there was no problem ovor technical

training in his country, which was provided by the cartographical insti

tute. The difficulty was professional or university training. Efforts

to establish courses at the universities wore hampered by the lack of

competentlecturers in subjects like geodesy, photogrammetry and mappingi

and he belived that other countries had similar difficulties. The United

Nations could provide valuable help either in finding university staff

or by reorganizing university training so that it could be concentrated

in two or three universities instead of buing spread on a large number

of scattered universities.
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Mr,; .BIAGNE (Senegal) considered that "before a decision on the

establishment of an African centre was taken, members would have to know

the means available and what the countries and the United Nations would ■

contribute. There were advanced training centres in nearly all African

countries, A polytechnic would start operating in Senegal the-following

October. ■ . . ;-

Mr. YOWALOLA (Congo9 Leopoldville) endorsed the statement of

the representative of Senegal and emphasized the need for supplementing

theoretical work by practical courses.

The PRESIDENT, in the absence of further .oocment, said that :

the Executive Secretary would prepare a draft resolution for oonsidera^-

■fcion by the plenary meeting, taking into account the views expressed

during the discussions,

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCES agenda item 9 (document E/CN.I4/CART/15)

The PRESIDENT invited representatives to consider item 9 of

the agenda and drew attention to document E/CN.14/CART/15-, submitted by

the French Government.

Mr. SAWYERR (Liberia) reminded representatives of his state

ment at the previous meeting, in which he had referred to the need to

obtain more technical assistance for setting up cartographic services,.

Vital forms of aid were the provision of advisers and of long-term loans

for the purchase of instruments. . .

.. Mr. COKER (Nigeria) stressed that the aim of technical assist

ance was to help the developing countries to stand on their own feet,

and that the Conference should consider how that aim could be achieved

through technical assistance. The kind of aid required was the supply

of equipment and expert staff to train people to use it. He suggested

that the Conference should examine the technical assistance possibilities

offered by the United Nations, other agencies and individual countries

and should adopt a resolution asking for United Nations aid for Africa's

cartographical needs.
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The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY explained that there were two main

sources of assistances the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical

Assistance (EPTA) and the Special Fund. The United Nations technical

assistance programme was administrated "by the Bureau of Technical Assist

ance Operations (BTAO) and its policy was decided "by the Technical

Assistance Committee (TAC) composed of representatives of Member States

of the United Nations. There wore three forms of assistances the supply

of experts to help governments in planning and carrying out their pro

grammes ^ the granting of fellowships and scholarships for study abroad^

and the supply of equipment for training purposes. In special circum

stances, experts could be provided for executive and administrative work.

The Special Fund was available to help governments with pre-

investment surveys.

In both cases, requests had to be made by the governments concerned

through the regional representative of the Technical Assistance Board.

Mr. COKER (Nigeria), in view of the Executive Secretary's

explanation, enquired what the Conference was to discuss.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY replied that the item had been placed

on the agenda on proposal by a Government member of the Economic

Commission for Africa, but no paper was received.

The PRESIDENT said that the Executive Secretary had given the

Conference much food for thoughts it was clear tliat problems of interest

to one particular country only could not be discussed. He reminded the

Conference of the paper submitted by France (document E/CN.I4/CART/I5)

and suggested that discussion should be deferred to the following meet

ing.

The meeting rose at 4-05 P-ra*




